CORONAVIRUS SEQUENCES REMOVED FROM NIH DATABASE
AT THE REQUEST OF CHINESE RESEARCHERS
Introduction
In contrast to best practices of scientific openness and collaboration, the National
Institutes of Health (NIH) deleted information about coronavirus genetic sequences at the
request of Chinese scientists in the midst of the COVID-19 global pandemic. Empower
Oversight has been seeking answers since the summer of last year. After dodging questions
from Congress and being sued under the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA), NIH finally
produced documents shedding some light on the circumstances of the deletions.
On July 14, 2021, Empower Oversight filed a FOIA request with the NIH seeking
transparency about controversial deletions from the Sequence Read Archive (SRA). NIH
operates the database as part of its participation in the International Nucleotide Sequence
Database Collaboration (INSDC) in order to “capture, organise, preserve and present
nucleotide sequence data as part of the open scientific record.” 1 INSDC has noted that “The
global COVID-19 crisis has brought an urgent need for the rapid open sharing of data
relating to the outbreak.” 2
On June 22, 2022, researcher Jesse Bloom, a virologist at the Fred Hutchinson
Cancer Research Center, published a preprint that reported on the deletions of coronavirus
sequences at the request of Chinese researchers. 3 That preprint spurred several media
reports 4 and letters from United States Senators.5 NIH was nonresponsive to congressional
oversight requests, as well as to Empower Oversight’s FOIA request about these sequence
deletions. But, after Empower Oversight sued to enforce its request, the NIH produced 238
pages of documents related to the deletions and 17 pages of documents related to the Senate
inquiries. 6
INSDC, “Statement on SARS-CoV-2 sequence data sharing during COVID-19” (emphasis added).
https://www.insdc.org/sites/insdc.org/files/documents/INSDC_Statement_on_SARS-CoV-2_sequence_data_sharing_during_COVID-19.pdf
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Empower Oversight is releasing the 238 pages of documents for the first time in
conjunction with this report. Litigation is ongoing to obtain more records, but this research
summarizes what can be learned from the initial set of NIH documents.
Key Findings
1. Documents indicate that an expert advised Collins and Fauci that the deleted
sequences may suggest the pandemic began outside the Huanan Seafood
Wholesale Market in Wuhan. After Bloom alerted NIH about the deleted
sequences, NIH Director Francis Collins and Anthony Fauci, the Director of the
National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases, hosted a Sunday afternoon Zoom
meeting. The invitation that Collins sent out for the meeting asks invitees to read
Bloom’s preprint paper closely and provide their “advice on the interpretation and
significance of” it. Professor Trevor Bedford of the Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research
Center later sent the group an email stating that the deleted data seemed to support
the idea that the pandemic began outside the Huanan market in Wuhan and that the
matter must be analyzed properly.
2. The NIH initially declined a Wuhan University researcher’s request to
remove the sequences before agreeing to a second, related request and then
offering to remove both sets of sequences. On June 5, 2020, a Wuhan University
researcher requested that NIH retract the researcher’s submission of BioProject ID
PRJNA637497 because of error. The Wuhan researcher explained “I’m sorry for my
wrong submitting.” BioProject ID PRJNA637497 is also referred to as Submission ID
SUB7554642.
Three days later, on June 8th, the NIH declined the researcher’s request, advising that
it prefers to edit or replace, as opposed to delete, sequences submitted to the SRA. On
June 15, 2020, referring to a related submission, the same Wuhan University
researcher advised:
Recently, I found that it’s hard to visit my submitted SRA data, and it
would also be very difficult for me to update the data. I have submitted
an updated version of this SRA data to another website, so I want to
withdraw the old one at NCBI in order to avoid the data version issue.
The Submission ID is SUB7147304.
The next day, NIH agreed to the request, and asked whether the Wuhan University
researcher also wanted NIH to delete Submission ID SUB7554642, which NIH had
refused to remove a week prior. The email states:
Do you want to withdraw all SRA objects in your account? here are 2
submissions SUB7554642 and SUB7147304. Also, bioprojects and
biosamples whould [sic] be withdrawn as well, right?
The Wuhan University researcher responded, “Yes, I want to withdraw both 2
submissions” as well as all “The Bioprojects, Biosamples and all SRA objects.”
NIH then replied that it “had withdrawn everything.”
3. NIH appears to have misled reporters about the policy for removing
sequences. On June 19, 2021, an NIH official from the information and engineering
branch wrote in an internal email, “The only way data is removed from the SRA (per
SOP) is if a submitter notifies us that the submission was in error.” However, that was
not the stated grounds for the June 2020 removal of the genetic sequences identified
as Submission IDs SUB7147304 and SUB7554642. Moreover, INSDC policy does
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not require that data be removed in the case of erroneous submission, 7 NIH refused
to remove Submission ID SUB7554642 when the Wuhan University initially claimed
that it had been submitted in error.
On June 23, 2021, in statements to reporters, the NIH’s Renate Myles wrote that
researchers who submit data to the SRA hold rights to such data, implied that the
researchers’ rights include having the data removed from the SRA. Myles wrote, “The
requestor indicated the sequence information had been updated, was being submitted
to another database and wanted the data removed from the SRA to avoid version
control issues.”
By contrast, the INDC’s written statement on data sharing during COVID-19 actually
encourages submissions to multiple databases. “In cases where scientists have already
established submissions to other databases, these submissions should continue in
parallel to the INSDC submission.” 8
4. In off-the-record emails, an NIH official steered reporters toward
Washington Post coverage of Bloom’s paper, which was more favorable to
the NIH, and away from a New York Times article due to its “tone.” NIH
officials expressed concern about the “tone” of a New York Times article. For
example, the NIH’s Renate Myles wrote to a reporter at The Hill, “Off the record: we
think this WaPo story does a good job characterizing the situation,” and provided a
link to The Washington Post article. Similarly, she advised a reporter for ABC, “Off
the record: the WaPo story is much more even-keeled than the NYT piece” and
forwarded a link to her favored article.
5. NIH Director Francis Collins personally reviewed and cleared the response
to a reporter’s FOIA request related to the sequence deletions. “The FOIA
Office had no objections to sharing the unredacted version of this response with Dr.
Brennan and Dr. Collins,” wrote an NIH official while reviewing a FOIA response.
“Also, they will both be involved in clearing the final response before it is sent to the
requestor.”
6. Although NIH still has copies of all “withdrawn” sequences “for
preservation purposes,” it refused to examine them in a transparent
process, as proposed by Professor Jesse Bloom. Bloom proposed an open
scientific collaboration to determine whether any of the preserved data might help
explain how the pandemic began. In October 2021, Bloom contacted NIH to discuss
cooperating to analyze the deleted sequences. However, the NIH’s Steve Sherry
dismissed the idea claiming, “As you know, when data sets are withdrawn from the
database, that status does not permit use for further analyses.”
7. Bloom pressed the NIH about another, separate set of deletions being
examined by “an investigative entity.” Bloom discovered a separate set of deleted
sequences that had “reappeared” without explanation. A week after Sherry dismissed
his proposed collaboration, Bloom wrote to Sherry again asking questions about what
he called the “puzzling” reappearance of another previously unreported deletion of
pangolin coronavirus sequences removed at the request of South China Agricultural
University.

INSDC, “International Nucleotide Sequence Database Collaboration Policy,” which in relevant part at ¶ 3 provides that “erroneous
records may be removed from the next database release, but all will remain permanently accessible by accession number” (emphasis
added).
https://www.insdc.org/policy.html
8 INSDC, “Statement on SARS-CoV-2 sequence data sharing during COVID-19” (emphasis added).
https://www.insdc.org/sites/insdc.org/files/documents/INSDC_Statement_on_SARS-CoV-2_sequence_data_sharing_during_COVID-19.pdf
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“To understand why they reappeared over a year after being deleted,” Bloom wrote,
“an investigative entity sent a request to NLM/NIH for all correspondence related to
these accessions[.]” Bloom questioned Sherry’s “previous explanation … that once
datasets are removed a submitter’s request, they are only restored if the submitter
requests that.”
Bloom claimed that NIH had provided the “investigative entity” no evidence that the
submitters in China had requested the data be restored. It is unclear whether Sherry
answered Bloom’s questions about whether: (1) the submitters in China in fact asked
to restore the sequences and NIH withheld that request from the “investigative
entity,” or (2) the sequences were restored without such a request and if so, why.
The Documents
By November 17, 2021, NIH had failed to comply with Empower Oversight’s FOIA
request from the previous July. Hence, Empower Oversight sued NIH in the United States
District Court for the Eastern District of Virginia to compel its compliance with FOIA and to
obtain the documents described in the July 14th FOIA request.
NIH’s FOIA staff appears to have made significant errors when searching for
responsive records (missing documents that should have been found and produced) and
when reviewing records for FOIA exemptions (thus, redacting content that should not have
been redacted). However, the few documents that NIH has produced thus far contain
significant new information that is outlined below.
The entire 238-page cache of emails is available for download. Below is a detailed
description of what they show.
According to these emails, a researcher submitted genetic sequences to NIH for
uploading to the SRA and then asked NIH to remove them. Specifically, the records show
that the researcher tried unsuccessfully to get NIH to remove the sequences in early June
2020. Later that month, the researcher successfully persuaded NIH to remove the sequences,
after he changed his rational for the removal. Interestingly, the researcher’s first rationale
for removal was compliant with NIH’s conditions for removal, but his latter rationale was
not.
A year later, Professor Jesse Bloom discovered that public access to the sequences on
the SRA had been removed and contacted NIH in June 2021 to discuss the matter. As Bloom
explained in an email to the NIH, the gene sequences may help understand how the pandemic
began.
NIH Director Francis Collins responded, “This is truly intriguing. I’ll be interested in
[NIH official Steve Sherry’s] thoughts about the deleted SRA entries and whether there is any
way to recover information about how that happened.”
Bloom later published a preprint on these removed virus sequences which generated
several media stories, and an immediate reaction within NIH. Subsequently, Bloom tried to
collaborate with the NIH on an analysis of the deleted sequences but was rebuffed by the
NIH.
A Chinese researcher—whose identity was hidden by NIH in the documents produced
through FOIA—submitted virus sequences to the NIH’s Sequence Read Archive (SRA) on
March 17, 2020. According to a later story in The New York Times, the Chinese researcher’s
name was Ben Hu, at Wuhan University. 9 This submission was given the submission
identification SUB7147304 and the reference PRJNA612766. The next day, the submitter of
“Those Virus Sequences That Were Suddenly Deleted? They’re Back,” The New York Times (Jul 30, 2021).
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/07/30/science/coronavirus-sequences-lab-leak.html
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